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QUESTION 1

Which two statements are true regarding SRX Series devices? (Choose two) 

A. High-end SRX Series use IOCs, NPCs. and SPCs for control plane operations. 

B. Session setup and maintenance is performed in the control plane. 

C. Session setup and maintenance is performed in the data plane. 

D. High-end SRX Series use IOCs, NPCs. and SPCs for data plane operations. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

What are two rulebase types within an IPS policy on an SRX Series device? (Choose two.) 

A. rulebase-ips 

B. rulebase-ignore 

C. rulebase-idp 

D. rulebase-exempt 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

Which three UTM features require a license? (Choose three.) 

A. local list Web filtering 

B. express antivirus 

C. e-mail filtering 

D. antispam 

E. enhanced Web filtering 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two settings in the options field of an IP header will Junos Screen options block? (Choose two.) 

A. traceroute 



B. record route option 

C. timestamp option 

D. MTU probe 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

-- Exhibit 





-- Exhibit -Click the Exhibit button. 

Referring to the exhibit, which two services are allowed on the ge-0/0/2.0 interface? (Choose two.) 

A. Ping 

B. DNS 

C. Telnet 

D. SSH 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 6

Click the Exhibit button. 





Referring to the exhibit, which security policy configuration change must be made to allow FTP traffic to server
l92.l68.l.50 from user1? 

A. Change policy 2 to match on source-address user1. 

B. Change policy l to match on source-address user1. 

C. Change policy 2 to match on destination-address l92.l68.l.50/32. 

D. Change policy l to match on destination-address l92.l68.l.50/32. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 7

Click the Exhibit button. 

Hosts are attempting to communicate with the Web server. However, the traffic is failing to reach the Web server.
Referring to the exhibit, which two actions would you take to resolve the problem? (Choose two.) 



A. Insert the global-based policy before the zone-based policy. 

B. Remove the zone-based policy. 

C. Change the zone-based policy\\'s action to permit. 

D. Change the application in the global-based policy to junos-http. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 8

You are asked to implement a chassis cluster. What are two requirements? (Choose two.) 

A. A Chassis cluster must have matching cluster IDs 

B. A chassis cluster must use Cluster ID 0 and 1 

C. A chassis cluster must have matching node IDs 

D. A chassis cluster must use Node ID 0 and 1 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 9

Regarding an IPsec security association (SA), which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. IKE SA is bidirectional. 

B. IPsec SA is bidirectional. 

C. IKE SA is established during phase 2 negotiations. 

D. IPsec SA is established during phase 2 negotiations. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 10

For a route-based VPN, which statement is true? 

A. host-inbound-traffic system services ike must be enabled on the st0.x interface 

B. host-inbound-traffic system services ike must be enabled on both the st0.x interface and the logical interface on
which ike terminates 

C. host-inbound-traffic system services ike must be enabled on the logical interface on which ike terminates. 

D. host-inbound-traffic system services ike is not mandatory for route based VPNs. 



Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Which two statements are true about address books on an SRX Series device? (Choose two.) 

A. IPv6 addresses are supported with packet-based mode only. 

B. DNS addresses are supported. 

C. DNS addresses are not supported. 

D. IPv6 addresses are supported with inet6 flow-based mode only. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 12

On which component is the control plane implemented? 

A. IOC 

B. PIM 

C. RE 

D. SPC 

Correct Answer: C 
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